


Every time we communicate with
another person - by whatever

means - it is an opportunity.
Opportunity to do what? An
opportunity to demonstrate our
professionalism; our knowledge; our
rapport building skills; our
commercial bandwidth; our empathy;
our personality; our warmth?

There are so many communication
mediums open to us today: The
telephone is still with us - but we
don’t seem to be using it so much,
preferring to hide behind recorded
messages, Skype, our cell phones,
video-conferencing, and of course
email. But it seems to me that
whenever an increasing number of
people use any form of text to
communicate, they have lost the
ability to, well, communicate
properly.

The truncated, abbreviated, cell
text style of messaging has now
found its way into email, and we are
witnessing briefer and more curt
messages than ever. Is bluntness
the new cool?

Example: Last week I received
this message. “Send me your
training brochure” That was it.

I responded: “Hello, many thanks

for your request. Unfortunately, I
only received part of your message.
I think the whole message should
have read:

“Hi,
Please send me your training

brochure (although I am not sure
which brochure you need)

Many Thanks
And of course I received a very

apologetic note describing how they
had been too busy to include the
“niceties.” Actually, the additional
time it took to add the niceties was
exactly 5 seconds!!

I think we all accept that without
the ability to add inflection or tone to
our emails, it is very easy for our
messages to be misinterpreted, but
that doesn’t mean we cannot
convey warmth and personality?
And what happened to courtesy?

Some of the most successful
and important people I know do
this effortlessly because they still
retain a sense of modesty and
humility. Whereas some of the most
self-important and less successful
people I know, do not. This is
because they are mainly concerned
with “self”

So you might consider having a

look at all the messages you sent
last week or last month and decide
what they convey about you as a
person?

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit

PS: Do get across to Top Sales
World as often as you can – there
are new resources being added
every day, from the world’s
leading sales experts, and it is all
FREE.

Communication Still Makes the World Go Round
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Here are just a few of the
important position he holds:

Associate Professor of Marketing at
Michigan State University, leader of
its sales program in the Broad
College of Business, author, and
Associate Editor and incoming
Editor-in-Chief of Journal of
Personal Selling & Sales
Management. He is the winner of
numerous awards including the

international 2011 AMA Sales SIG
Excellence in Research Award and
the national 2010 AMA McGraw-
Hill/Irwin Sales Teacher of the Year
Award.

Before becoming an academic, in
his sales leadership role with large
and small companies Doug
developed a strong interest in not
only the pivotal role salespeople play
in the success of a company but the

many decisions that salespeople
make every day that impact
performance. He watched companies
throw directives and incentives at
salespeople in an attempt to
influence behavior. Seeing mixed
results he wanted to explore if there
were underlying psychological levers
to be pulled that would increase
performance and give companies a
lead over competitors.
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Loosen the Reigns and Harness
Sales Force Creativity 
Dr. Douglas Hughes brings to his students the broad sales perspective he gained from his
20+ years in industry.  His background includes marketing and sales leadership positions
in two Fortune 500 companies as well as experience as a CEO of a business services firm. 
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Helping sales managers
understand how to effectively
motivate salespeople and influence
salesperson decision-making has
been a focus of much of Doug’s
research. When I asked Doug my
first question about gaining sales
force compliance, he suggested we
think in terms of commitment
instead and the immediacy of this
answer and tone of his voice made
clear his passion for the subject.
We know that a strong and
successful sales force is critical to
the success of most businesses in
today’s ultra-competitive environment.
Customers and companies alike
today depend on well trained, well
equipped, and empowered
salespeople. 

Doug discussed how
salespeople tend to operate in a
relatively autonomous environment
in which they have a great deal of
latitude about where they focus
their time and energy. They are
constantly making decisions in this
regard. Each time a company
launches a key initiative whether it
is a new product launch or a new
sales process, it faces the
challenge of making sure the
decisions that its salespeople make
are appropriate for achieving the
objectives. This challenge is even
more difficult to manage with
channel intermediaries where there
isn’t direct control over a sales force
that sells multiple, often competitive
brands.

To exert influence over these
decisions and to stimulate desired
behaviors, companies put controls
in place. These could be behavioral
controls that mandate and monitor
the execution of particular activities,

outcome controls that simply
reward performance, or some
combination of the two. Doug
agrees that under some
circumstances these controls can
be effective, particularly if certain
nuances are understood. 

However, he is not satisfied to
stop there. In his research he looks
at other subtle psychological forces
that sales managers can tap into to
influence sales force behavior. The
mechanisms he focuses on aim to
achieve commitment over
compliance. 

His research shows that
behavioral controls drive activity,
but can be less effective in
producing long-term results. When
there is compliance rather than
commitment to a course of action,
the quality of the effort is weak,
creativity is inhibited, and the
controls actually detract from what
companies need their salespeople
to do today, which is to serve as
consultants to customers. His
research shows that when
salespeople’s autonomy and
decision making is inhibited, their
ability to perform as thinkers and
creative problem solvers is
diminished.

In today’s environment
companies need their salespeople
to be thinkers and creative problem
solvers, to be value creators and
not just value communicators.
These kinds of behaviors are
supported by intrinsic rather than
extrinsic motivation.

So how do we rationalize that
with today’s focus on sales
process, metrics, best practices,
and coaching to the sales process
which relies heavily on behavioral

controls? Doug understands there
is a greater interest in metrics
today. He affirmed that processes
and resources must be in place
along with an effective sales
support function in terms of hiring
the right people and training and
enabling them to bring value,
insights, and ideas to customers.
But he warns that sales leaders
must not fall victim to process.
Instead they must harness process
rather than have process constrain
capabilities.

There is a need for process to
see where things fall short and to
take corrective action but he calls
for a balance so as not to constrain
salespeople to do what they are
hired to do. For example, in a
pharmaceutical company’s a new
product launch behavioral controls
provided short-term results but
proved a double-edge sword.

Decision-making was taken out
of the salesperson’s hands. This
constrained activity across
salespeople’s customer base,
caused them to make sub-optimal
decisions, negatively impacted
customer product perceptions, and
proved counter-productive to new
product sales. When salespeople’s
autonomy was restored and they
were allowed to manage their own
efforts customer product
perceptions improved and sales
increased.

To maintain balance Doug
identified these courses of action:

� Hire the right people, train them,
put strong support systems in
place, and in a sense let go.
� Don’t over-manage the situation.
Sales managers need to have trust



The Linda Richardson Interview

and faith that the company has
done what it needed to do.
� Build intrinsic motivation.
Understand that behavioral
intentions (sales efforts) are driven
by three factors: the person’s
attitude toward the behavior, the
norms in place (other people’s
expectations), and self-efficacy (the
confidence the person has to
successfully implement the
behavior).

Doug tested these notions in
another research project with a
major tool manufacturer undergoing
the launch of an important new
product. Results showed that sales
managers should resist the
temptation to rely on normative
pressures of control, directives, and
“wagging the finger” and be more
concerned about helping
salespeople feel good about the
activity they are charged with
executing and build their confident

that they can succeed. If this sounds
to you a little about “Music Man”
think again because there is hard
data to support it.

Research also shows that
salespeople can identify with the
organizations and brands they work
for. Identification is a psychological
sense of oneness with an entity
whether a religious faith, political
party, company, or even a brand.
Identification has relevance in sales
because when a salesperson
identifies with a company or brand,
the goals of the company/brand and
the goals of the salesperson
converge, and the salesperson is
intrinsically motivated to achieve
those goals. In addition, the
identifying salesperson is prone to
perform brand specific extra role
behaviors that go beyond job
requirements in promoting the brand
to customers and co-workers.

To help a sales team form a
psychological connection with the
brand, Doug offered these
suggestions: 

� treat salespeople as the
organizations’ first customer
� bolster internal communications
with the sales force
� make the sales force aware of
the brand’s external advertising and
what it means
� ensure salespeople understand
the essence of the brand, what it
stands for and what its values are
beyond information about the brand
(Doug emphasized that this is far
more than product knowledge

because research shows when
salespeople simply believe a
product is far superior to
competitors they may actually shirk
selling because they sense the
product should sell itself. But when
salespeople identify with a brand
they perform at high levels
regardless of the carrot or stick).
� when selling through channel
partners, don’t focus entirely on
management and overlook the
importance of building relationships
with the channel member’s sales
personnel.

At the end of the day sales
managers must evaluate
performance and of course this
means being attuned to the
numbers. The key is to also look
into how the company is getting the
numbers. Ask questions such as
Are the salespeople being killed in
the process? Is there high
employee turnover? What are
customers saying?

Doug’s advice: Recognize that
salespeople are in fact decision
makers, making pivotal decisions
every day in terms of how they
manage their most critical resource:
their time and effort. Sales
managers must understand the
importance of intrinsic motivation
and strive to create an environment
that equips and empowers
salespeople to identify with their
brand and serve as value-added
consultants to prospects and
customers.                                         �
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Dr. Douglas Hughes is a professor at Michigan State
University, USA. Find out more by visiting here.

In today’s environment
companies need their

salespeople to be
thinkers and creative

problem solvers, to be
value creators and

not just value
communicators.  These
kinds of behaviors are
supported by intrinsic
rather than extrinsic

motivation.
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Keeping the balance between
staying in the present and

having a clear vision for the future is
not only a challenge for athletes,
but also for every sales
professional. I will tap again into the
wisdom of Steve Backley, English

Javelin athlete and three-time
Olympic medalist, and map his
wisdom to the world of professional
B2B sales. 

Short-term tactics are only
successful and sustainable when
they follow a broader strategy.

Short-term success, which is
often driven by quarterly
pressures, creates the freedom
and trust for executing long-term
strategies to create new business
in new and existing accounts.
Both aspects are equally
important to build sustainable
sales performance. 

“Whilst you will be effective in
the present, as a champion, you will
take control of the future by
planning for what may be over the
horizon.”

“It is the skill of having a clear and decisive vision for the
future whilst staying focused on the present that makes
the real difference when it comes to performing under
pressure.” --Steve Backley

World-class performers have clarity
of vision and purpose 



Tamara Schenk

Balancing present and future
in opportunity management
Being effective in the present
(current opportunities) means
understanding the customers’
present as well as their desired
future. It means deeply
understanding the customer’s current
environmental and situational
context, their stakeholders’ different
viewpoints and their desired results
and wins. Understanding the
customer’s specific context is one
essential element in designing
ways and approaches to a better
future state. The next element is the
impacted stakeholders’ different
concepts that reflect their present
understanding. These concepts
have to be analyzed, understood
and internalized before they can be
mapped to the provider’s products
and services. Only then can a
shared vision of future success be
created, including a path to this
future state to help them to achieve
their desired results and wins. 

That means a sales
professional has to build a bridge
between the current state and a
better future state. Sometimes,
customers have already done that
on their own. This is possible when
the challenge they deal with is well
known. But if the challenge they
have to master is new, complex
and more risky, they need a sales
professional to show them different
ways to achieve their desired
results and wins, to understand the
entire impact of the situation and to
create a shared vision of future
success. 

Creating such a shared vision
together across a customer
community requires lots of adaptive

and leadership competencies, but it
is highly valuable for both. For
salespeople, a shared vision of
success is the prerequisite to enter
the actual buying phase and to
increase significantly the probability
of a win. For customers, salespeople
who provide perspectives this way
are highly valuable because they
provide an understanding of the
bigger picture, the entire impact
and the best way to achieve their
desired results and wins. It helps
them to make their best decision. 

“You will make informed
decisions about your chosen path
based on relevant details that you
see around you. While others
become obsessed by things that
are unimportant, you will have a
great understanding of what is
appropriate. You will possess the
ability to assess a situation and plan
for the future almost
simultaneously.”

Balancing present and future
in account management
Taking the issue of balancing
present and future to another level,
requires understanding how account
and opportunity management fit
together. Account management
done the right way is not about
creating plans nobody is using
during the year. Instead, it means
understanding entire accounts from
their perspective as an entity (e.g.,
vision, business strategy, strategic
initiatives and challenges, industry
trends, financial performance, etc.)
and to derive a portfolio of new

business ideas – so-called account
leads. That is the blueprint for
executing your account strategy.
Also here, it is about their context,
concepts and decision dynamics to
derive valuable new business
ideas. Analyzing and understanding
the existing relationship network to
identify needs – where and how to
improve and to grow this network –
are additional key prerequisites to
derive new business ideas. In
particular, understanding an
account’s specific decision dynamic
is highly valuable when it comes to
designing engagement approaches.
There is a difference between
decision dynamics on a single
opportunity level versus a decision
dynamic culture within an account
that gets manifested in various
opportunities. 

The main purpose of account
management is strategic; it’s
identifying new business ideas to
create additional value for an
account. These business ideas
then have to be developed into
leads. The best ones will make the
conversion into an opportunity.
Then, the cycle of balancing
opportunity and account
management begins again. It
always requires making informed
decisions based on understanding
the present and the future – in both
dimensions, the single opportunity
and the entire account.

“Your focus determines your
reality.”                                                 �
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These are all very good
questions, and we all have to

deal with this one time or another in
our lives, customers leave when
they feel they are not getting out of
the relationship what they expect.
Be sure you set the expectations
early in the relationship, like during
the sales process.

The key to any relationship is
honesty. You need to be honest as
a sales professional from the
moment you meet this prospect
through the life of the relationship.
Sometimes the truth hurts,
sometimes it is uncomfortable to
say what you think, but remember
your relationship is a two way

street. You both have to be getting
something out of it, or one of you
will stray.

In 2004 I wrote a book called
ROI Selling, the 360 degree
approach (The premise of this book
was to identify a prospect’s issues
during the sales process that align
with specific values as you’ve

What a sinking feeling when you find out that your customer is cheating on you with
someone else. You had your suspicions when they were distant, and didn’t call you back
right away. You were concerned when they didn’t engage with you like they used to. Now
what? Can it be saved? Should you just move on? Do you need to attend therapy?

Stopping Customers from Cheating (on you) 



Michael Nick

defined in your Value Inventory.
Then after your solution was
implemented, return and measure
the value you have delivered.

I spent months researching
companies that followed this
philosophy. At the time less than
5% of the companies I interviewed
returned to their customer’s and
measured their successes.
Recently there has been an
upsurge in companies looking to
offer this post-sale measurement
as a service. In the past three
weeks I have been approached by
several large organizations
interested in how to build a program
around the 360 degree approach.

The reason I bring this up now, is
if you are NOT measuring your
success post sale, how does your
customer realize (and agree) the
value you have delivered? Most
strategic buying decisions are
made based on an 80% - 90% fit.
When things begin to fall apart the
focus always shifts to the 10% -
20% that wasn’t a fit. By this time
the prospect has forgotten about
the 80% - 90% you have delivered.

I am getting ahead of myself.
Let’s step back and start with how
to avoid the ugliness of your

customers cheating on you.
The first thing you must have in

place is a Value Inventory. You may
think you know your value
proposition, but until you are able to
break it down line by line and
determine your competitive edge
and your prospects priorities, you
likely do not have a handle on your
true measurable value.

Assuming you do know your true
value you then need to create a
series of questions that measure
status quo.  In other words if you
deliver cost savings related to labor
cost reductions, you need to be
able to measure the current cost of
labor activity. Lock this cost down
and preserve it.

Next establish a goal for a cost
reduction or revenue improvement.
In the example above establish a
labor cost reduction goal. You and
your prospect (now customer) must
agree on the goal. Is reaching the
goal possible, is it probable, and
most importantly is it measurable?

Return to your prospect after
implementation, and measure the
revised cost of the labor activity and
compare the current cost to the
established goal. Did you achieve
the goal? If not, why not? Staying
engaged at this level will likely lead
to less customer attrition (customer
cheating), increases in services
fees, and potentially more products
sold.

If your customer did achieve the
goal established earlier, look for
other areas of their organization
you can help them with. By

returning to your customer to
measure the success of your
deliverables it reminds them of the
reason they bought from you in the
first place. It also keeps them
focused on successes, not the 20%
that you did not deliver as defined
when they purchased from you long
ago.

Is your customer cheating on
you? If you are not communicating
with your customers, making them
feel like they made a great choice in
a partner, and helping them with
their issues, pains and goals it is
likely you will be cheated on.
Customers are great to have, make
them realize it and appreciate their
business every day.                         �

Buy the book here.
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Michael Nick is an author and CEO of roi4sales.
Find out more by visiting here.

The key to any
relationship is honesty.
You need to be honest
as a sales professional
from the moment you

meet this prospect
through the life of the

relationship. 
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Of course, anytime prices go up
sellers are bound to hear

complaints from long-term
customers. Some companies, in
fact, believe regular clients should
be exempt from price increases
altogether; that there should be a
reward for loyalty. And yet there are
several other pricing methods that
businesses employ as well.

The key factor in all these cases,
of course, is providing advanced
notice of your company’s plans.
Pricing surprises are never good
thing in sales!

As the economy continues to
gain strength, a number of Engage
clients are introducing price
increases to the market. To help,
let’s review the three most common

ways to raise prices. And how to do
it without losing business from your
regular customers.

A universal increase
The first scenario is the most
straightforward: raise prices for
everyone – new and old customers
alike. In this case, you’re hoping
your steady clientele will remain
loyal even if they’re not thrilled to be
paying more for the same products
and services.

Ample notice is crucial. Make sure
you give your existing customers at
least three months advance notice to
ensure you can work through any
issues, address exceptions and
negotiate if you have to.

If you’re in a “mission critical”
situation with a customer, or have
them locked into a one-year
contract, then chances are lower
they’ll leave. Still, prepare for the
fact that when you change your
terms of service, you’re opening the
door for long-time clients to say,
“You know, we haven’t reviewed our
contract for a while. Maybe we
should shop around.”

To lessen the possibility of losing
business, offer to extend the
customer’s current rate for a few
months or an extra year. Yes, this
gives them more time to shop
around, but it also increases the
likelihood they’ll become more
comfortable with the idea of your
price changes. They might ultimately
decide it’s easier and less costly to
stay with your company than start
over with a new one.

After three years of selling products and services at the
same prices, your company decides a change is in order.
It’s time to make a few price increases to better reflect the
current market and rising costs.

Raise Prices Without Losing Customers 
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Colleen Francis

Go 50/50
Scenario number two is to keep
prices the same for existing
customers and only raise them for
new ones. A client of mine sells to
law firms and often sees this
method applied. The lawyers will
increase the billable rate for new
customers, but not for long-term
ones because the services and
products they’re offering are the
same.

In this case, it’s not just the
customer but law firm that are
benefitting. That’s because it costs
less each year to manage the same
products and services for a long-
term client. You know them well and
therefore aren’t continually trying to
figure out what they want. And
you’re also not investing money,
time and energy toward marketing
because you’ve already attracted
their business. So even though
you’re keeping your prices the
same, you may find you’re
increasing your overall margin with
these existing customers.

Add services and a choice
The third and final scenario has
several components: add more to
your current offering, raises prices,
and then give your long-term
customers the choice to opt in or
opt out. For example, “We’re
increasing your rate to $150
because the service offering is
changing. Now you’re going to have
A, B, C and D as opposed to the A
and B you were receiving before.”
Then allow the client to choose. “Do
you want to stay with what you had
before or do you want this new,
enhanced service?”

A client of mine recently did this

with great success. They increased
the price on their software
maintenance and told their regular
customers, “You were paying 10
per cent and you received all the
updates. Your rate is going to 12
per cent, but that allows you to call
the help desk whenever you want
with questions and issues. We can
keep you on the 10 per cent plan to
give you just the basic support if
you really want, but we’re
encouraging our clients to switch to
the 12 per cent package so you
have the opportunity to call into the
help desk.” More than 75 per cent
chose the new enhanced service.

This client has a rock-solid
product and knew the company
rarely received help desk calls. So
while that 12 per cent was providing
more value to the customer, our
client considered it low risk
because the chance of people
calling in on a regular basis was
slim. And they were right.
Customers only tended to call once
or twice a year.

Extra value of advance notice
As mentioned before, giving
advance notice about a price
increase to your long-term
customers is crucial. But it’s also
just as important for your sales
team. For instance, if clients are
notified six months ahead, it gives
sellers a chance to hear feedback
and determine who’s unhappy
about paying more and considering
taking their business elsewhere.
They can work to save those
customers but also have a chance
to backfill if some clients are
determined to leave.

Gathering this type of
information allows your company to
do two things:

1. Make a decision to reverse the
price increase or change the new
service offering if you realize you
caused a huge exodus. After all,
companies do make mistakes – just
make sure you catch them before
they bankrupt you!
2. If sticking to the price increases,
it equips your sales team with the
time to go out and find new
customers to replace the ones who
are leaving.

However your company chooses to
raise its prices, in the end it’s the
strength of the relationships sellers
build that will ultimately help decide
if a long-term customer stays. And
hopefully for many more years to
come!
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Colleen Francis is the Founder and President of
Engage Selling. Find out more by visiting here.

The key factor in all
these cases, of course,
is providing advanced

notice of your
company’s plans.

Pricing surprises are
never good thing

in sales!
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They will happily go on to charge
you lots of money to teach you

how to do it. This approach (and I
will try to keep this polite) is
complete rubbish!

CXO people have better things
to do
The Chief Executive Officer and the
rest of the C-suite in a large modern
company are very busy. Highly
competent people surround them

and key tasks like selecting
vendors are usually delegated.
Depending on the size or
importance of the business, the
CXO signs off, but they don’t want
to spend lots of time sitting through
meetings with vendor Sales
organisations.

A 40M Euro deal shows that
I’m right
One of our clients recently won a

€40M deal. The company sells
core banking software. Our client
did not have access to the C-suite
but developed a Deal One Pager
for their highest contact who then
used it for internal communication
to his CXO’s. 

The bank CXO’s signed off on
the €40M and everyone was
happy. Our client was very happy
indeed.

What is a Deal One Pager?
As the name suggests, it’s the deal
the vendor is offering the customer
summed up on a single page. The
purpose is to support the customer

There are a lot of training companies out there who will
tell you if you are not selling to the C-level you are going to
fail. 

Stop the Selling to CEO Hype



Phil Kreindler 

in their internal decision making
process. Based on creating these
for a great many successful deals
we have designed an ideal format
for the Deal One Pager. It looks a
bit like this:

1. Objectives and requirements -
make sure they include points
important to the final decision
maker and are written in their
terms.
2. Solution description – make
sure that it really matches the
customer’s objectives and
requirements.
3. Benefits - make sure that the
benefits listed address all
stakeholders involved in the
decision. Include benefits for your
customer's customer.
4. Strengths - make sure they are
relevant for this customer and really
differentiate you from the
alternatives being considered.

You will write the first draft of this
but it’s vital to get your contact to
review it and make sure it is written
in the customers’ internal language.
In the case of the sale to the bank I
mentioned above, our client even
presented the document in the
bank’s corporate identity so it
looked like an internal document.
Do customers like Deal One
Pagers?
The short answer is yes. The head
of global procurement at a large
telecoms client told us that it can be
used internally to position the
recommended solution. The term
he uses for the Deal One Pager is
Recommendation at a Glance. He
went on to insist that all vendors
should provide a Deal One Pager.

You are giving the customer what
they want; your contact has a tool
that they can use to sell internally
and the CXOs get a summary that
is brief and to the point, allowing
them to make an informed decision
about sign off.

And think about the alternative –
if you insist on seeing the C-Suite.
You are effectively saying to your
contact that you don’t think they are
important. And what do you do
when the CEO says no?

Do Sales Professionals like
Deal One Pagers?
Oh yes! It’s the closest you are
likely to get to being in the room
when the final decision is made.
And if other vendors have not
provided a Deal One Pager you set
the agenda. It is also useful to get
everybody in a selling team aligned.
As a salesperson at one of our
clients put it: "It also helps to keep
our CEO under control".

You can also use a Deal One

Pager earlier in the Sales Process.
We recently met the European
Sales Manager of a leading
European Robotics manufacturer
who was interested in working with
us, but his CEO had bad
experiences in the past with
external consultants. We developed
a Business Case and a Deal One
Pager with the Sales Manager and
he took these to the CEO who
studied them and gave our contact
the green light to start an
evaluation.

Of course you have to cover the
Buying Centre well and CXO
people play a crucial role, but in an
increasing number of organisations
the days of Sales people being able
to sit down with CXOs are over.
Instead you have to communicate
with them in other ways and the
Deal One Pager is ideal for that.

Ask yourself these questions
1. Do you find getting access to
CXOs easy?
2. How well do you prepare and
support your contact for internal
selling?
3. Do you include something like a
Deal One Pager in all proposals
and proposal presentations?

We would be happy to validate one
of your Deal One Pagers. Just give
us a call.                                             �

Phil Kreindler – 24 years experience in B2B sales
performance improvement consulting, coaching and
training, co-author of articles in Harvard Business
Review in 2006 and Harvard Business Manager in 2008 and 2014.
For more information, please visit Here.
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You will write the first
draft of this but it’s

vital to get your
contact to review it and
make sure it is written

in the customers’
internal language. 

http://www.infoteam-consulting.com/sales-scribbles/proposal/deal-one-pager/
http://www.infoteam-consulting.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Top+sales+magazine+now+out+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2


Stay Connected
with Top Sales
World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group and rub
shoulders with the top sales experts
in the world. 

And follow us on Twitter (we will
follow you back).

Visit the TSW Sales eLibrary – probably the
largest and most significant resource center
for frontline sales professionals anywhere –
whenever you are seeking inspiration. The
shelves are stocked with every resource
imaginable, including: articles, white papers,
eBooks, webinars, podcasts, books,
interviews etc.

The eLibrary is updated daily by the TSW
editors, so do return often.

The TSW
Sales eLibrary

Visit Now

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130
https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld
http://topsalesworld.com/sales-library/


Anne Miller

Steve Jobs
In 1983, Jobs was pursuing John
Sculley, Pepsi’s wonder boy senior
executive, to leave and run Apple.
While Sculley was vacillating
between whether to stay at the well-
known soft drink behemoth or leave
for the smaller, riskier Apple, Jobs
challenged him with this now
legendary line, "Do you want to
spend the rest of your life selling
sugared water or do you want a
chance to change the world?” With
that vivid choice, Jobs got his man
and Sculley signed on. (It didn’t
work out so well for Jobs later on,
but that is a different story.)

Katie Couric
Fast forward thirty years to the
spring of 2013. Katie Couric was
hired to do a couple of interviews at
a Yahoo “bonfire event” for CMOs
and various luminaries at a fancy
resort in Turks and Caicos. At that
event, as she reveals in the latest
issue of Fast Company, she said to
Marissa Meyers, Yahoo’s CEO,
"You have this opportunity. Do you
want to be the place where you
read about the boy who lived on
ramen noodles for 13 years? Or, do
you want to bring some original
reporting and quality content to
your site?"

At the time, Couric says, “She
seemed really open and interested.
I think she was intrigued by the
prospect of making Yahoo into
something where you could see
some important stories and
elevated content, not just about the
Real Housewives.”

The rest is history. Couric began
her new job as Yahoo’s global news
anchor last spring and has been
innovating the way news gets
reported ever since.

You
In both cases, Couric and Jobs
posed the question to appeal to the
specific personalities of their

listeners, in this case, two high-
powered leaders. The question
created two diametrically opposed
images for them to consider, the
first an obvious weak, banal choice,
guaranteed to be rejected, and the
second an exciting visionary one,
guaranteed to appeal both to their
positions and egos. Of course,
Sculley and Meyers opted for the
second choices.

How can you do that in your
business with what you sell?

� Who needs to give you approval
for a new idea?
� What are their hot buttons?
(Which may not be to transform the
world, but something else.)
� What two images can you
combine to cast their choice in a
stark compelling way?

How can you use this strategy to
really "make what you say pay?"   �

How Stark Choices Sell
I am not sure you would put Steve Jobs and Katie Couric in
the same sentence, but an interesting similarity between
them popped up in the last few days that is instructive for
presenting and selling new ideas.
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Anne Miller is a internationally respected author,
speaker and seminar leader. Find out more here.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Sculley
http://katiecouric.com/
http://www.fastcompany.com/3039889/katie-couric
http://www.annemiller.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Top+sales+magazine+now+out+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2


2014-2015
Top Sales Academy
Phase Two Launches on March 4th

More details soon ....



Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

You may have seen that Audi
commercial featuring Star Trek
actors Leonard Nimoy and Zachary
Quinto. The “old-school” and “new-
school” Spocks race their cars to
the golf course Mercedes-Benz vs.
Audi in a battle of one-upmanship.
It’s a blend of pop culture with
images of success: high-end
technology, swanky cars and
famous actors.

This commercial illustrates that
Audi knows its market: the young,
hip and economically thriving.
Forget all other drivers. This is what
I call “ruthless discrimination.”
Having the ability to say “no” to

others in favor of your ideal buyer.
The most profitable companies

in the future will be those who, like
Audi, choose a target audience.
Why? Because markets are rapidly
growing and adding new buyers.
That means more demand of time
and energy for selling. That is, if we
keep thinking all buyers are created
equal.

Too many sales teams sell to
those who don’t meet ideal targets
or who won’t ever buy. The best
companies I work with, however,
clearly define their target market
and sell only to them. They say ...

Most salespeople don't pay too
much attention to this.  Even though
we perform a pipeline analysis and
restage the pipeline with every
individual sales evaluation and
comprehensive sales force
evaluation we conduct, we typically
discuss this exclusively at the
executive level.  So imagine my
surprise when a salesperson sent
along his lessons learned from a
session on closing deals and
included this...

He said, "I went back to your
evaluation to see exactly how you
restaged my pipeline...You said
the quality of my pipeline

opportunities was:
� U-Toronto - Medium 
� Mt. Sinai - High
� New York Genome - Medium 
� Columbia - Low
If this is how your method
determined the order - then it was
spot on...On both the low and high
ends. Columbia has fallen
completely off the radar while Mt.
Sinai has progressed to the
proposal and closable stage.  U-
Toronto and NY Genome are still
progressing forward slowly - with
additional presentations required
and much more qualifying work ...

Read More Here�

Read More Here�

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Know Your Ideal Client by Colleen Francis

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Fix Your Mediocre Pipeline for Accurate Sales
Forecasts by Dave Kurlan
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/know-your-ideal-client-colleen-francis
http://www.omghub.com/salesdevelopmentblog/fixi-your-mediocre-sales-pipeline-for-accurate-sales-forecasts
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Top+sales+magazine+now+out+get+your+copy+via+@TopSalesWorld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...

http://www.achieveglobal.co.uk/
http://www.avention.com/
http://channelenablers.com/
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
http://huthwaite.com/
http://www.pgi.com/imeet/
http://www.impactlearning.com/
http://www.infoteam-consulting.com/
http://www.knowledgetree.com/
http://livehive.com/
http://www.membrain.com/
http://www.mhiresearchinstitute.com/home
http://www.millerheiman.com/
http://www.objectivemanagement.com/
http://www.pointclear.com/
http://www.salesforce.com/company/
http://www.seismic.com/
http://www.toplineleadership.com/
http://www.mhiglobal.com/
http://topsalesworld.com/advertise/
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